
 

 (Doesn’t 
open)

Welcome Sequence Mapping

Signs up for your list via free SOUL H20 DEVO sample.

Receives email asking how they 
enjoyed the devotional.

(opens)  (doesn’t 
open)

(Clicks to 
download 
sample)

Doesn’t download sample
WAIT 1 DAY

WAIT 1 DAY

WAIT 2 DAYS

Email checking if 
they got the devo.

(Clicks to 
download 
sample)

 (doesn’t 
download)

Move to “did 
you enjoy..”

Move to “inbox 
overwhelmed?”

WAIT 2 DAYS WAIT 3 DAYS

Receives second welcome 
email, slightly altered.

WAIT 2 DAYS

(Clicks to 
download 
sample)

Move to “did 
you enjoy..”

 (Doesn’t 
open)

(opens)

Move to “inbox 
overwhelmed?”

WAIT 1 DAY

Get’s email 
about inbox 
being 
overwhelmed

(opens)

Move to “I have 
a confession to 
make” email.

WAIT 1 DAY

Get’s email 
asking them to 
respond how 
they need help.

WAIT 3 DAYS

(Opens 
either of 
last 2 
emails)

Move to “I have 
a confession to 
make” email.

 (Doesn’t 
open)

Get’s email 
asking if they 
prefer to hang 
out on social 
media.

WAIT 7 DAYS

(Cont. next 
page)

WAIT 2 DAYS

Receives email “I have a 
confession to make.”

WAIT 2 DAYS

Receives email “Let’s get 
social.”

WAIT 2 DAYS

Receives email “If you ever 
need prayer…”

WAIT 2 DAYS

Receives email “Soul H20 
Radio & Broadcast Show”

WAIT 2 DAYS

Receives email “This is a 
serious email…”

WAIT 1 DAY

(opens)

 (Doesn’t 
open)

(Clicks the 
link about 

TTD)

(Cont. next 
page)

Receives a 
resend of “This 
is a serious 
email.”

WAIT 2 DAYS

(Clicks the link 
about TTD)

(Doesn’t click 
the link about 

TTD)

Move to survey, “What 
does your desert look 
like?”

WAIT 1 DAYS

Move to “All 
aboard!”email. 
(Aggressive sale)

WAIT 2 DAYS

Survey, “What 
does your desert 
look like?”

(Cont. next 
page)

Joins the Fast 
Pass or Boarding 
Pass Groups

WAIT 2 DAYS



 

(Opens)
Tagged as 
preferring to 
hang out on 
social.

 (Doesn’t 
open)

Tagged as 
unengaged 
subscriber. 

Tagged as 
purchased TTD 
from welcome 
sequence.

(Completed 
the survey)

(Didn’t do 
the survey)

WAIT 3 DAYS

Receives, “Would 
you partner with 
me?” email.

(Clicks 
donation link.)

(Doesn’t click 
donation link.)

WAIT 3 DAYS

Receives, “Do you 
hear from God?” 
email.


+ 


Copied to group, 
“Engaged but 
didn’t buy TTD.”

Copied to group, 
“Interested in 
Financial 
Partnership.”

WAIT 3 DAYS

Receives email, 
“Do you hear from 
God?”


+


Copied to a group, 
“Engaged but 
didn’t buy TTD.”

WAIT 7 DAYS

Receives email, 
“Do you hear from 
God?”

Added to group, 
“Not interested in 
TTD right now.”

 (Doesn’t 
open)(Opens)

WAIT 3 DAYS

Get’s email 
asking them to 
respond how 
they need help.

WAIT 3 DAYS

(Opens)

Added to group, 
“Not interested in 
TTD right now.”

 (Doesn’t 
open)

Get’s email 
asking if they 
prefer to hang 
out on social 
media.

(Opens)

Tagged as 
preferring to 
hang out on 
social.

Tagged as 
unengaged 
subscriber. 

 (Doesn’t 
open)

(Joins 

group)

(Doesn’t join 

group)

WAIT 1 DAY

Receives “All 
aboard!”email. 
(Aggressive 
sale)

WAIT 2 DAYS

Joins the Fast 
Pass or Boarding 
Pass Groups

Tagged as 
purchased TTD 
from welcome 
sequence.

(Joins 

group) (Doesn’t 

join 

group)

Clicks any link 
in the email.

WAIT 1 DAY

Receives “What 
are you waiting 
for?”email. 
(Aggressive 
sale)

WAIT 2 DAY

Joins the Fast 
Pass or Boarding 
Pass Groups

Tagged as 
purchased TTD 
from welcome 
sequence.

(Joins 

group)

Move to survey, “What 
does your desert look 
like?”

WAIT 2 DAYS

Move to survey, 
“What does your 
desert look like?”

WAIT 3 DAYS

(Doesn’t join 

group)



Legend 

This subscriber is on the right path! They’re making positive moves toward your course. 

This subscriber is either uninterested in the course, they are a harder sell, or they are 
unengaged (see workflow).

This subscriber is in transition mode. They have started out on one path, but moved to another. 

This subscriber has joined Traveling Through the Desert with You!

This subscriber is engaged, they open emails, they’re interested in the class- but they didn’t 
buy! Add them to a sales funnel with more information about the class and targeted lessons 
from the class to help sway them. It could be financial or personal stress holding them back, or 
a lack of trust in resources based on past experience, so be sure to address those concerns. 

This subscriber doesn’t appear to be interested in Traveling Through the Desert With You (right 
now!). Add them to a long, gentle course funnel with lots of encouragement. 

This subscriber is likely following you on social media now, follow up with them there!

This subscriber joined your list and has changed their mind. I would assume they like you and 
are email-overwhelmed. Send them a periodic email every 3 months. If they haven’t opened any 
in 6 months to 1 year, I’d recommend removing them from your email list. 


